
  Introduction

 The Legend of Zelda, Has been one of the most 
influential video game franchises of all time. Released 
on Feb. 21st 1986, this multibillion dollar  franchise  
helped shaped the gaming industry where it is today. 
The Legend of Zelda Anime Series is a non profit fan 
made series that is currently in pre-production.  This 
small booklet well introduce you to our world, players, 
setting, and  a glimpse into what’s to come.

  - Dylan B, Co-Creator of Zelda Anime.



   Episode's

 The episodes are formatted in a 3 act
 Structure. 

 24min (including beginning and ending 
teaser with opening and ending.) 

 TEASER: bridges the last episodes together.

 ACT 1: Introduce us to the Problem or 
Quest Link and his companion is on.

 ACT 2: the meat and action of the episode.

 ACT 3: finding solutions and advancing to 
the next obstacle. 

 END TEASER: Giving a small hint or theme 
the goddess gives, then we transition into the 
next Episode.

 There are a total of 24 episodes in season one 
based on skyward sword. There are some key dif-
ferences with the game. Example, some characters 
form Ocarina will be making some appearances.
 
 



 Music & Setting

 The setting for the whole series takes place 
in the Land of Hyrule. Originally called The Surface 
world,  the world of Hyrule had broken into the King-
dom Of Hylia in what would one day be called Hyrule. 
And the Kingdom of Hyrule that is located in North 
Hyrule, a massive continent size  peninsula that used to 
be bridged to Hyrule.  Music is also a Huge star in our 
series. Meet the Team behind the music!

 Dj Stratkat: A.K.A.
Kyle Smith. Mr. Smith is 
a professional DJ, Video 
Game composer and A pas-
sionate expert in sound. His 
talent and knowledge has 
brought him through the 
chaos and his Remixing and 
arraignment skills  bring  a 
mechanical robust of great 
gusto to the Team. 
Check him out at his Web-
site: http://daydreamanato-
my.bandcamp.com/

 Thiago Nemeck: A Musi-
cian of wonder & talent. 
This new musician has the 
organic essence of Zelda. 
This Artist has some an 
adventurous passionate Free 
tone.  Check him out @ New 
grounds, and the Zelda Team 
is proud to have Thiago on 
the team.



 The Characters

Character’s are important to a story, without them there just 
wouldn’t be much of a story now, would there?  So not only 
does all the character’s speak for the very first time, but each 
Voice actor we pick, has to have something very distinct, and 
special about them that  not only fits, but Shows the energy, 
emotion, and the core of the character, but also the Heart.

Some character’s Have been re-image, while others stay true 
to their personalities but also bring something new to the 
Table. We wanted to bring what fan’s love about these charac-
ter’s but also have enough freedom to Play around and add are 
own little mark.  For example Each Link has a very different 
but very distinct Personally. The Actors and character’s to me 
need to be one in the same at certain points. And that fan’s 
will love.

 “Some character’s Have been re-
image, while others stay true to their 
personalities but also bring something 
new to the Table. We wanted to bring 
what fan’s love about these character’s 
but also have enough freedom to Play 
around and add are own little mark.  
For example Each Link has a very dif-
ferent but very distinct Personally.”



   Connecting the Timeline

 One Question I keep on getting is, about the Time-
line.  What about the time? Is the anime based off sky-
ward sword timeline? Is it your own thing?  Well to put 
this question to rest, we are starting off with Nintendo’s 
unified timeline.  

 After that well dive deeper into the Zelda mythos 
by rearranging some things around, Like for example 
Four Swords Adventures/Plus  being place in the adult 
timeline.  Having Original  new stories with characters, 
shaking some things up in the Zelda Universe.  While  the 
Timeline is a very touchy subject, there are going to be 
key chararcters and objects, places, etc that will be over 
arcing the full series. 

 Fan’s will uncover with us the serects of Hyrule, 
and some interesting things, Like Who or what really is 
Majora’s Mask, Who the legendary Hero of the Goron 
was, The Mysteries behind the Shiekah’s race.  also What 
happend to Navi when she left Link, and much more.



    Animation

 Animation is A great big Key. Now, while 
we are looking for animator’s, I want to be 
clear that its quality over quantity.  That it 
will take some time if we can get animators. If 
not then the anime series turns into a radio 
play series. 

 The series animation needs to be simple, 
fluid, and have a consistent wonderful style 
that embraces the series full. It needs to have 
wonderful animators, fans,  to do it justice. 
But what type of animation? 2D? 3D? Honestly 
whatever is more easier, I prefer 2D style, be-
cause of how much fun it can be, But If I have 
to do 3D then its cool with me. 

 My Original plan with the animation 
was to have it mix as both 2D and 3D. 2D for 
the teasers, Opening, & Ending. 3D for the 
bulk of the series. 



 Source Material   

 With adapting something for either film, series,  the 
net, or anything, a lot of people say they will pay tribute but 
never really do that. I’m not gonna give you any BS, this series 
is probably the closest it will be to the games but  drastically 
different at the same time.

 We respect, and honour Shigreu Miyamoto & Nintendo for 
their work on this wonderful series that has been in the mak-
ing for the past 25 years and counting.

 “With adapting something for 
either film, series,  the net, or 
anything, a lot of people say they 
will pay tribute but never really 
do that. I’m not gonna give you 
any BS, this series is probably the 
closest it will be to the games but  
drastically different at the same 
time.”  - Dylan B. Co-creator.



   Epilogue 

  Thank to all who read and are interested 
in our series. The Legend of Zelda Belongs to 
Nintendo, the Anime Series is a non-profit fan 
made series/Tribute for fans, made by fans.


